
HomeOpenly Reaches 147 Million US
Properties with Aggregate Real Estate Savings

HomeOpenly - Real Estate Savings
OPEN Marketplace

HomeOpenly transforms real estate process with an OPEN
Marketplace as the first platform to advertise closing costs
savings to consumers without referral fees.

MENLO PARK, CALIFORNIA, UNITED STATES, April 11,
2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- HomeOpenly
(https://homeopenly.com) continues to leverage the latest
Internet technology in its effort to make real estate process
less costly and more transparent. With its latest release
HomeOpenly aggregate savings database now outperforms
aggregate savings offered by the Redfin Corporation, a well-
known online savings broker. HomeOpenly now advertises
savings for more than 147 Million residential properties
across the United States. 

HomeOpenly works to transform real estate process with an
OPEN Marketplace as the first platform of its kind to
advertise closing costs savings to consumers without
referral fees. The final output for its service are widely-
accepted, current and fluid real estate closing commission rates and services defined by local
competitive markets. HomeOpenly is estimated to help save US residential real estate consumers
anywhere $10-15 Billion each year in closing costs by allowing competitive local real estate agents an
opportunity to fairly represent a much greater number of real estate consumers nationwide.

The start-up operates an algorithm that is free from the influence of any referral fees revenue - all
local results provided to users always match their best options. With its platform now successfully
running on a national scale, HomeOpenly becomes a cost-saving alternative to referral fee brokers,
such as Redfin. HomeOpenly actively advertises actionable and current savings in all 50 States.

“Redfin Corporation is heavily dependent on referral fees for revenue; the same independent agents
who wage 30% of their commissions back to Redfin can freely advertise at HomeOpenly,” said co-
founder Dmitry Shkipin, “we run our platform as an open system built on fair advertising methods to
challenge all major referral fees models with genuine Internet principles and innovation.”

HomeOpenly allows real estate agents to comfortably participate in an OPEN Marketplace and to
advertise competitive commission rates, service levels for a specific transaction price range, flat fees,
quickly opt-in, or modify service advertisements at any time. Home buyers and sellers send their own
leads requests to agents they like and HomeOpenly forwards these leads directly without any middle-
man fees involved. These features, together, make up for the best and the most effective platform for
home buyers and sellers to find and connect with competitive local agents for their real estate
transactions.

“Co-founded a year ago working in a team effort with key help from early adopters, friends and fellow

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://homeopenly.com
http://homeopenly.com/index.html
http://homeopenly.com/HomeBuyer.html
http://homeopenly.com/HomeSeller.html


Internet companies, HomeOpenly now delivers the best aggregate advertised savings in the US, far
outperforming savings offered by Redfin, without any referral fees to anyone,” continued Dmitry
Shkipin, “this information directly benefits our users and encourages independent local real estate
agents to list their best rates. The best part of our platform is that it only takes few minutes for home
buyers and sellers to acquire local agent results without any strings attached - the user experience is
100% unbiased and secure.”

HomeOpenly is the first online platform rapidly allows real estate agents across the United States to
effectively compete locally on 0% referral terms. HomeOpenly is built to advertise savings, however,
the platform does not lock anyone into any referral agreements or specific rates, instead, competitive
market guides the process. HomeOpenly acquires organic users with local search index results and
generates revenue with independent advertising, real estate data analysis and optional premium
services.

HomeOpenly is maintained in the heart of Silicon Valley as an Internet platform designed to promote
lower cost of home-ownership in the United States by generating an unbiased real estate match
experience for all users. The service operates on its patent-pending model that allows users to
advertise and receive the best local real estate agency savings information absolutely free.
HomeOpenly can easily be found online at (https://homeopenly.com).
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